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Year Two for Conference on Globalizing the Human Mind Highlights Practical Action within Spiritual 

Living 

Based on spiritual principles that seek to incorporate the voices of all traditions, Spiritual Heritage Education 

Network Inc. (SHEN) will host its second annual conference on Education to Globalize the Human Mind. This 

event is designed to give those interested in building bridges between the hearts and minds of diverse 

humanity a place to meet in knowledge and understanding to discuss how local incentives can lead to global 

change. 

This year’s program includes Sandy Westin, North American Regional Coordinator of United Religions 

Initiative. Sandy’s presentation “Globalizing the Human Mind: Think Globally, Act Locally” to build a world of 

interfaith peace addresses how the most deeply held value among members of nongovernmental organizations 

today is the desire to “make a difference” and how individuals and organizations are working to make a 

positive impact in their local community and, by extension, in their world. Other presentations range from How 

Vedanta-Yoga Globalized My Mind and It Can Globalize Others’ (Philip Goldberg), How to Globalize your Heart: 

Lessons from Ibn'Arabi and the Sufis (Rory Dickson), Raids on the Ineffable Or Pointing to the Moon in the 

World Religions (Darrol Bryant) to Walking a Spiritual Path with Practical Feet (Nahed Squires). Presenters 

from the United States join those from the local community in an interactive, respectful, contemplative, 

sharing and non-judgmental process to create a unique and holistic experience full of meaning for all the 

participants. 

This year’s two day conference will be of interest to those concerned with creating personal, local and global 

change through exploring the common spiritual heritage and values of the world’s religions. The weekend 

program provides opportunities for reflection, meditation, interactive exchange of ideas, sharing of resources 

and the expanding of networks internationally as well as locally. 

SHEN is a Waterloo based not for profit organization dedicated to the promotion, development and delivery of 

education in the spiritual heritage of humanity with a view to engendering local and global unity. The 

conference is part of the organization’s on-going work to develop an inclusive and universal core curriculum in 

spiritual education that can be adopted in the world’s educational systems. 
  
For further information about the conference, 

visit:http://www.spiritualeducation.org/Events/Info/Meet2011/Frame.htm.  To schedule an interview with Dr. 

Shiv Talwar, President of SHEN or for more information on SHEN, please call 519.884.2351 or e-

mailshivtalwar@spiritualeducation.org. 

Conference Information: 

July 16 and July 17, 2011 from 8:30am to 5:30pm at 

the Ron Eydt Village, University of Waterloo, Waterloo ON. Cost to register is July 13 or before $49, students 

$29; and July 14 and later $69, students $39. For Registration, call: Shiv at (519) 884-2351 or Shirish at 

(519) 279-5718, or e-mail:SHENMeet2011@spiritualeducation.org, or on the web 

at: http://guestlistapp.com/events/47145. 
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